Jeep wrangler blower motor removal

A non-functioning heater motor, often referred to as the blower motor, can become a safety
issue that needs to be addressed right away. On a Jeep Wrangler, the blower motor is
necessary to the air conditioning, heating and defrosting systems. It is located under the
dashboard on the far end of the air duct on the passenger's side. It is easy to access and can be
removed in minutes. If the blower motor seems to have stopped working altogether, verify that
the electrical connections are securely connected and the switches are in the "on" position to
avoid buying parts you do not need. Open the hood and remove the negative battery terminal
from the battery. Set it aside where it will not get damaged or accidentally fall back against the
battery. In the seating compartment, locate the blower motor under the dashboard on the
passenger's side. It will be located on the far end of the duct near the outer kick panel. Remove
the electrical connector from the back of the blower motor housing and lay is aside. Tuck it up
under the dash so it does not get stepped on or broken while the blower motor is out of the
Jeep. Locate the blower motor retaining tab on the housing and release it. Rotate the motor
counterclockwise until the motor comes free of the air duct. Pull it straight out of the duct work.
Insert the new blower motor into the air duct and rotate it clockwise until it locks into position.
The retaining tabs will lock when it is all the way in. Reinstall the electrical connection on the
blower motor housing. Apply a small amount of dielectric grease on the pins for added
protection against water or other contaminants. Reinstall the negative battery cable onto the
battery and tighten with a wrench. Test the blower motor by turning the ignition key to the "on"
position and turning on the blower motor. After many years of working in auto parts and service
positions, Killian decided to move into journalism full-time. He has been published in "1st
Responder News" as well as in other trade magazines and newspapers in the last few years.
Step 1 Open the hood and remove the negative battery terminal from the battery. Step 2 In the
seating compartment, locate the blower motor under the dashboard on the passenger's side.
Step 3 Remove the electrical connector from the back of the blower motor housing and lay is
aside. Step 4 Locate the blower motor retaining tab on the housing and release it. Step 5 Insert
the new blower motor into the air duct and rotate it clockwise until it locks into position. Step 6
Reinstall the electrical connection on the blower motor housing. When installing the new blower
motor into the air duct, be sure to align the blower and wheel assembly so it is square or the
unit will leak air. I didnt fix it or use it until a few weeks ago, when I finally fixed it. Now I don't
have the blow power that I used to have! At first it wasn't working at all. Then we did something
to one of the vac lines and it works a little bit now. Ie: when it is on high it blows like it is on low.
We don't know where to look. Is there something wrong with the vac line? Or is there another
line that we are missing? Please help! It get very cold here! If you only have one speed then the
blower motor resistor might be your problem. Get back to me and we will go from there. Was
this answer helpful? Before the blower motor went in the spring it was working great. It would
heat the whole jeep in 10 min in really cold weather. Now when its on high it sounds like low and
there is very little blowing out, almost like something is blocking it. In fact, thats what we
thought the problem was it wasnt blowing at all at first until we found the vac, and it started
working to where it is now. There is no cabin air filter on this so that won't be a problem. Did
you park the Jeep for a long period of time by chance? There isn't a chance that a critter built a
nest in the heater box? Just checking I run into in more often then you think. Just trying to
cover anything. I drove the jeep all summer long, I just never used the blower. When the old
blower motor was in there I used it until it wouldnt work anymore, then summer was here so I
didn't use it all summer. So of course as it started getting colder and I needed heat I had to
replace it. So there is no chance that something built a nest in there. See the resistor sets the
speeds and when the old motor was pushed to its max use it may have demanded to much
voltage therefore the resistor did its job and blew on or more coils leaving you with one speed.
Here is what yours looks like. It should be bolted to the heater box close to the blower motor.
You can check for resistance with an ohm meter to see if there is continuity. Do you. Now do
you have 3 speeds or just one? Was this answer. Ok so do all three speeds work now or is there
only one speed now? I don't think they all blow, and there is so little heat blown out when its on
high-that is where I leave it. Ok great I would like you to pull the blower motor resister and see if
it looks ok. But we replaced the blower motor. My husband said that the resistor is in that. Sorry
no it is not it is in the heater box. It will be near the blower motor but it is not part of it. Look for
the part that looks like the pic that I sent you and check it. Let me know what you find. Ok, we
are going out right now to look it over. You can hear and feel the speed change when u turn the
switch setting from lowto high. It just doesnt blow like it used to. And when u turn on the
recirculate it blows louder, but it doesnt really come out anywhere that it should be - u cant feel
it in the vents. Ok lets do a test on the wiring and see if the right voltage is getting to it. You
could have a bad motor too it does happen sometimes. Ok first make a jumper wire and
disconnect the plug from the blower motor and connect battery voltage to a connector on the

motor itself and see how it works then. Here is a vacuum diagram for the heater system too. Let
me know what you find and we will go through the next step and check the switch ok. Thanks
again. May I offer my 2 cents. I beleive you have a vacuum leak. The fact that you can hear the
fan change speeds tells me that all electrical problems are ruled out. The air is blown into the
heater box and then distributed to vents or defroster by a few doors actuated by vacuum
switches. The doors remain closed until opened by the respective vacuum switch. This would
explain why the fan blows but no air comes out. The vacuum switches are located under the
dash board to the right of the gas pedal. You should be able to see them move when you switch
from defrost to foot well heating modes. The recirculate option is operated by cable and would
work even if you have a leak. Please switch between foot well to vent to defrost and let me know
if you hear the sound muffled thunk of the doors closing. Or cram your head up into the drivers
foot well and crane your head up to the right and then make the changes to see if the vacuum
switches move. The first option is easier. Good luck. We still are having the same results. We
thought it was a vac leak-it still may be. As you said you can hear the doors opening and
closing when you turn the recirculate on, so that does open, and that doesn't give good heat
either. It sounds like it wants to blow but there is a blockage somewhere. Someone else
suggested flushing the system. We didnt realize the doors were on that side, so we are going to
do that first, and I will let you know what we get! Its zero degrees here so its a bit frustrating!
Well I feel your pain I have been there. I live in New England so it gets cold but usually doesn't
stay too bad for long. Here is a picture of the vacuum switches. They probably won't be
arranged exactly like this because the image is from a 99 but it is a good representation. You
can try to remove an actuator arm and open the door manually. I don't know if it will stay open
but if it defrosts your feet it is worth a try. Good luck and let us know how you make out. The
photo is from a write up on The Vacuum switches are on the left hand side of the yellow box.
Ok, we checked out all of those and they are all working fine everything is running smooth
under there. We are going to try flushing the system. Idk what to do next! Flushing will only
clean out the inside of the heater core itself and would give you more heat if you didn't have
much. It will not improve air flow. If all of the diverters are opening and no air is coming out. The
only other thing to check is upstream. There must be a blockage before the blower. You could
remove the cowl and look in that area. That is where the air is drawn from. Maybe a critter made
a nest in your heater box. I believe you said that your husband replaced the blower motor. I
think you need to have a look at what happened during that procedure. Pull it out and power it
up on a bench. Make sure the squirrel cage is spinning. Stick your hand into the hole and feel
around with the engine off and the battery terminal remove to be extra safe. We took the blower
motor back off and the squirrel cage is working fine. There was some pine needles in by the
heater core and we cleandd it all out but it did not do anything to change the heat blowing.
Could the heater core stop air flow if it was plugged or something? The heater core looks like a
mini radiator Air Flows through it and removes heat from the fluid that circulates inside it. If it
were the cause of the airflow problem, when you switch to cool air on the heater control panel
then the air would bypass it and flow unobstructed. You checke
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d the vacuum switches up under the dash in the drivers foot well area? They move when you
switch from defrost to vents to footwell? Try this on the lowest fan setting in case they are very
week. Lets start this over The fan operates on all the different speed settings? The vacuum
switches move when switched between selectable areas i. The only place left to look if all of the
other problems turn up negative is the cowl. This is the grill like piece right in front of the
windshield. Remove the wiper arm and 4 screws and it should come out never done it myself
This is where the air come in. Check for an obstruction there. Ok 1-yes you can hear the fan
change speeds. I am thinking the only place left is between the heater core and where the
ductwork is. That doesnt seem like much area. I will check the cowel and see what I get Was this
answer. Very little heat or very little air? Or both? Please login or register to post a reply. What
Do You Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

